ARE YOU A DECEMBER 2017 GRADUATE OR GRADUATING IN MAY 2018?

Join our NextGen Program!

- Largest Healthcare system in VA
- Exciting location - VA Beach
- Partner with Sr. Developers
- Competitive salary - $$$
- Brand new technology and development tools

Check out www.teksystems.com for more information on our company

JUNIOR DEVELOPERS INTERESTED IN BIG DATA/HADOOP

- TEKsystems is currently looking for several junior developers that will be trained on Big Data Technologies such as: Hadoop, NoSQL, NiFi, IBM Datastage, Spark, and Sqoop.

- These individuals will join our “New Collar” Team and support one of our largest Healthcare clients. Our “New Collar” team is the next generation of the workforce. We look for talented, junior developers and offer extensive training and mentorship.

- We are looking for individuals that have a background and/or knowledge in areas such as: Python, Data Processing, Object Oriented Programming, or Application Development
SENTARA HEALTHCARE

Sentara is the largest employer in Hampton Roads and the 4th largest in the state of Virginia. Sentara has continually ranked as one of the most integrated healthcare networks in the United States by Modern Healthcare and is the only healthcare system in the nation to be named in the top 10 for 15 straight years. The IT department has received many national awards to include: Most Wired, Top 100 Innovations, and Best Employer in Information Technology, HIMSS Analytics Stage 7 and Davies Award.

Sentara Healthcare is an acknowledged leader in patient safety and quality innovation. Founded in 1888 as the Retreat for the Sick in Norfolk, Virginia, Sentara has ranked for more than a decade among the nation's top integrated healthcare systems by Modern Healthcare magazine. It is a fully integrated, regional, not-for-profit health care and health management system. Components of Sentara Healthcare include: a centralized corporate structure; 12 acute care hospitals; ten nursing homes/assisted-living centers; 465,000 member Health Plan; 400 primary care and specialty care physicians; numerous centers for ambulatory health care, diagnostic and IV therapy centers, home health and hospice services, ground and air medical transport and other services offering a continuum of care.

Sentara has been recognized by U.S. News & World Report magazine in its "America's Best Hospitals" survey numerous times. For the 11th year, Sentara Norfolk General Hospital and Sentara Heart Hospital rank among the nation’s best heart programs, Sentara posts a mortality score that is better than five of the top 10 programs on the list.

TEKSYSTEM’S PARTNERSHIP WITH SENTARA

- Over 20,000 Sentara Employees in Hampton Roads
- Total of 750+ IT employees In Hampton Roads
- 324 total TEKsystems placements at Sentara
- 91 Conversions from contract to full-time employees
- 42 current consultants
- Market Share: 83%

WHY JOIN?

- Ability to get annual increases in salary
- Pension plan for employees after 5 years
- Upward mobility
- Longevity in a company
- Family environment
- Flexible hours (Some people go in at 6-3 others start at 9-6)
- Performance + bonus eligibility. (6-10% of salary bonus based on personal and team performance)
- Newest technology and ability to use resources inside and outside of the hospital

Contact Me Today!
Rebecca Ayala | Applications IT Recruiter
T 757.819.1728 | rayala@teksystems.com
757.819.1770 | F 757.819.1760